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SEEING WITH He ATOMS
A brief guide to the history of imaging and microscopy
4. 0026

Euclid’s Catoptrics
correctly notes that
the angle of reflection
is equal to the angle
of incidence

Hans &
Zacharias
Janssen
introduce the
compound
microscope, a
two-element
optical system

Kepler invented
a portable
pinhole camera

1590

1620

300 BCE

Eye

Improved eye

Daguerrotype
(early lens
camera)
introduced.
Imaged on
polished silver

Scanning
transmission electron
microscope (STEM)
E.g. Cavendish
museum

1837

1969

glass/silver/film

CCD

channeltron

1270

1677

1931

1986

Spectacles, the first
practical optical
instrument, appear
in Florence, Italy

Hooke published a
fundamental work on
microscopy (hand drawn
images of biological
samples)

First electron
microscope
developed by
Rusk and Knoll.
Using electron
instead of light
to “illuminate”
the sample

Scanning tunneling
microscope (STM),
Nobel prize

2010s
Scanning
helium
microscope
(SHeM)
SHeM)
All images shown in this resource are
taken from Wikipedia and are used
under the creative commons share
licence or in the public domain.
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What is scanning helium microscopy?
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Source
Chamber

A gas bottle
provides the
helium atoms.

A skimmer produces a
narrow atom beam.

The sample is
mounted on a stage
which moves
horizontally and
vertically with an
accuracy of ⁄
of the width of
a human hair.

Detector

Ion Mass
Selector &
Counter

We move the
sample to scan
across the surface
to build up our
image.

Sample
Chamber

Neutral atoms are difficult to detect:
• We ionise the helium atoms using electrons
produced by a filament.
• Electrons collide with helium atoms knocking their
electrons off leaving positive helium (He+).
• The number of He+ are then counted electrically.

A solenoid is used
to trap electrons.

Credit: Matthew Bergin, Cavendish
Laboratory

This diagram shows the basic layout of the SHeM.
All apparatus from the sample chamber onwards operate in a
vacuum, with fewer particles per square meter than in outer space

Why use SHeM?
• Helium beams are about a million times lower in energy than
electron beams and therefore the samples remain undamaged in
SHeM imaging.
• With electrons, charging of the sample surface can cause images
to blur - helium is uncharged and so SHeM images remain clear.
• No sample preparation is required in SHeM, whereas in EM
imaging many insulating samples must be coated with a metal,
changing their properties.
• SHeM images have a large depth of field (high range in focus).

